Office of Mayor-Elect Lenny Curry

Transition Task Force (Budget)
June 25, 2015
City Hall, Mayor’s Conference Room, 117 West Duval Street, Jacksonville FL 32202
IN ATTENDANCE:
Transition Team
Sam Mousa
Shari Shuman
Kirk Wendland
Beth Mangold
Mike Weinstein
Ashton Hudson
Council Auditor’s Office
Phillip Peterson
Budget Office
Angela Moyer
Department: IT – Usha Mohan, Craig Galley, Lisa Goldman, Steve Schneider, Ken Lathrop, George
Chakhtoura, and Vanita Boston
Highlights of the Budget:
Angela Moyer reviewed the budget and started with – Operating funds sub-fund role-up: interest went
up, and miscellaneous expenses up $2K, they currently have 16 vacancies due to a lot of attrition,
workers compensation went up $44K, IT services employee allocation went up $300K, the Ed Ball
allocation went up $147K, software/hardware licensing maintenance increased $260K, significant
change also in the computer equipment - software network equipment is in the refresh fund which has
$500K all cash which is used for servers also, but not for computers and laptops. A list of $2 million was
sent for computers and they will prioritize the list.
$463k was in their budget last year to do Microsoft 365, council said no and told IT to use the money
instead to buy network equipment and not for refresh. Sam Mousa asked if the money has been spent,
and IT replied that purchase orders have been cut, and now have $40K left of the money.
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The budget overall is up about $800K, the bulk of it is salaries and benefits, and hardware maintenance
that went up $260K.
The radio communications fund: where they house the radio system, radio shop and all the
maintenance associated with that, this has the general government revenues interest income.
Usha Mohan stated that IT does not do much work for the independent authorities due to the
commodities internet usage.
Sub-fund roll-up for operating expenses – workers compensation allocation went up $24K, not much
change in salaries and benefits, the bulk change is in banking fund allocation from buyout from first
coast radio equipment and the $21 million spent on the P25 radio system. The repairs and maintenance
went up 77% for radios, $563 for hardware/software maintenance for the P25 system.
Only 2 items on the enhancement list: $183K for repair and maintenance for Motorola accessory parts
for JSO training classes, $50K for spare maintenance parts for the tower locations due equipment
damage from lightning strikes, and the $93K for a new UPS system that provides power surge
protection.
The committee recommended treating the enhancements as a 1 time cost from fund balance.
Usha provided a list of budget related items needed by order of priority for projects, and whatever has
not already been approved will go on the enhancement list for further review by the committee as in;
security upgrades that protects with firewalls.
No further questions or comments at this time.
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